WELCOMING, COMFORTABLE, BEAUTIFUL, SAFE.

Ideal for maintaining a steady temperature in rooms, respectful of energy consumption, and useful for overcoming architectural barriers. Rotating and semi-circular doors open as soon as we approach, and have a lot of advantages. That’s why we come across more and more of them every day, and manual doors suddenly seem old fashioned to us.

FAAC automated systems make automatic doors move ever more smoothly all over the world, thanks to modern technologies, and the superior quality of processes and materials, guaranteed by ongoing research. All this is aimed at improving the ‘liveability’ of offices, shops and buildings in general.

FAAC offers various types of rotating entrances to satisfy customers’ different requirements. You can select the number of sectors (2-3-4) and the diameter (from 1800 to 4000 mm).

DESCRIPTION AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FAAC revolving entrances stand out for their versatility and completeness. They can operate automatically or manually. Leaf profiles are available in steel, aluminium with bronze or paint finish, or completely in glass. They are safe thanks to electronic control of rotating speed and the sensitive edges installed to ensure safety of persons located between moving and fixed parts.

The anti-panic break-out system of the rotating leaves optimises the opening to allow long or bulky objects to pass through. The night-closure leaves and the electro-mechanical lock solve the anti-burglary security requirements.

REVOLVING DOORS

Solutions for revolving entrances
Automatic revolving door with two sectors GS 2HC

Automatic revolving door with three or four sectors GS COLOR

Automatic revolving door with three or four sectors GS 100

Automatic revolving door with three or four sectors GS KRYSRAL

Manual revolving door with three or four sectors GS EKO

Automatic revolving door available in aluminium or stainless steel in the three or four sectors version. It is equipped standard with the break-out opening system of the revolving leaves and the central rotating pole.

The most transparent automatic revolving door on the market, available in three or four sector version. The motor is embedded under the floor.

Manual revolving door with three sectors in aluminium or steel complete with large vertical handles without central pole.

Revolution Doors

GS KRYSTAL

GS COLOR

GS 100

GS KRYSRAL

Manual revolving door with three or four sectors GS EKO

An automatic revolving door with two sectors in aluminium or steel which guarantees maximum comfort when crossing through the pedestrian gate. During heavy incoming traffic, you can block the revolving door and, with a simple operation, open the leaves which separate the two sectors, opening a transit gate free of obstacles.

Automatic revolving door available in aluminium or stainless steel in the three or four sectors version. The feature is the absence of the central vertical pole for rotating the leaves, which enables maximum visibility of the entrance’s depth without any visual barrier.